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Overview

Signed in 1992, the Maastricht Treaty stipulates that the total public
debt of each member country should be less than 60% of its GDP and the
yearly public de�cit smaller than 3% of GDP. Today these criteria apply to
28 countries of the European Union as well as to any potential member. One
may infer that those numbers have been determined by some reference to the
optimal savings of a nation. In fact, any such link was totally absent, and
those rules that have a bearing not only on the present but also on the future
welfare of half a billion individuals are not supported in any way by optimal
growth theory. Why? This chapter will argue that the theory, as it has been
developed, has never been able to come up with a reasonable answer to the
problem of determining how much a nation should save.
We will show that the traditional approach, based on the systematic use

of strictly concave utility functions, never delivered; and when the bold step
of modifying the utility function to obtain a reasonable answer was taken, it
unfailingly led to nonsensical values for other variables of central importance
such as the growth rate of real income per person, the marginal product of
capital, or the capital-output ratio.
Our profession should have taken note of those inadequacies long ago.

They had been met already by the very originator of the theory, Frank Ram-
sey1 (1928) who tried to put numbers on the theory, and whose disappoint-
ment when obtaining an "optimal" savings rate of 60% is almost palpable.
Thirty years later, Richard Goodwin (1961) obtained even worse results in

1Frank Ramsey (1903-1930) was a british philosopher, mathematician and economist
who died tragically young. At age 23 he became lecturer in mathematics and then Di-
rector of mathematical studies at King�s college in Cambridge University. His essay "A
mathematical theory of saving" (1928) is a masterpiece.
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all models he considered �but contrary to Ramsey, he set out to defend them
in a dumbfounding way. Finally, Robert King and Sergio Rebelo (1993) con-
vincingly showed that it was an impossible task to replicate the observed
development of an economy by assuming some form of the traditional model.
They tried to modify in many ways not only the parameters of the models
they were using, but eventually the very nature of the latter �to no avail.
Their conclusion was unequivocal.
The central result of this chapter is two-fold: �rst we demonstrate that

the concavity of the utility functions precludes any possibility of a sustained
competitive equilibrium; any economy initially in such equilibrium will al-
ways veer o¤ from that situation into unwanted trajectories if it is governed
by the standard model. We then propose the following solution to the prob-
lem of optimal growth: optimal trajectories of the economy, and �rst and
foremost the optimal savings rate, should be determined by the Euler equa-
tion resulting from competitive equilibrium. By saving and investing along
lines de�ned by such an equilibrium, society is able to reach simultaneously
the following intertemporal optima, additionally to the minimisation of pro-
duction costs: maximization of the sum of discounted consumption �ows,
and maximization of the value of society�s activity as well as the remunera-
tion of labor. This implies that the utility function is any a¢ ne function of
consumption, the latter measuring welfare �ows. We will show that for all
parameters in the range of observed or predictable values, as well as for quite
di¤erent hypotheses regarding the future evolution of population or techni-
cal progress, we are always led to very reasonable time paths for all central
variables of the economy.
We will proceed as follows. In Section 1 we review evidence of the non

applicability of the traditional approach, starting with the Ramsey model.
We will show that although the utility function used by Ramsey looked intu-
itively justi�able, it was very close to a function that implied a 60% savings
rate not just at one point (as Ramsey had observed), but at all its points,
and that to obtain a more reasonable savings rate �in the range of 10-20% �
one should introduce a utility function that could hardly correspond to any
individual, and even less to a whole society. We then turn to the second
attempt of de�ning an optimal savings rate, that of Goodwin (1961) where
the marginal savings rate could reach 95%. We then remind the reader of
the extensive, highly convincing analysis of the problem carried out by King
and Rebelo (1993).
In 2009, unaware of the King and Rebelo study (who had used three
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particular utility functions in their tests), we made a thorough study of all
possible utility functions belonging to the families (A) U = (C� � 1)=� and
(B) U = �(1=�)e��C : Our aim was to de�ne in the standard model the initial
optimal savings rate leading to equilibrium. We showed that for all possible
values of parameters in the observed range, equilibrium can be reached in
the (A) case with a reasonable initial savings rate only if the coe¢ cient � is
extremely low. The situation is even worse with family (B) since equilibrium
does not exist any more: what looks like a stable arm in the phase diagram in
fact leads to a cusp point invariably followed by disaster in the form of zero
consumption reached in �nite time. Prompted by the King and Rebelo study,
in Section 2 of this paper we extend our analysis to the implied initial growth
rate as well as to the limiting value of the marginal productivity of capital,
and show that as soon as adjustments are made to the utility function to
obtain a reasonable initial savings rate, historically unobserved or unwanted
values appear.
We then demonstrate (Section 3) that competitive equilibrium is unsus-

tainable in the traditional model. We suppose that initially the economy is
in a situation of competitive equilibrium and that from that point onward it
can follow any of two possible kinds of paths:
I) investment is planned in such a way as to maximize intertemporally

discounted utility �ows, the utility function being the widely used a¢ ne
transform of a strictly concave power function; this is the traditional ap-
proach.
II) investment is made in such a way as to conform to the Euler equation

de�ning competitive equilibrium. This will be our suggested solution to the
basic problem of optimal economic growth.
We will show that in the �rst scenario, although central variables have

normal, historically observed initial values, in all cases their time paths run
astray, and explain analytically this behavior.
Section 4 provides our solution: we show that scenario II, while securing

the intertemporal optima for society we mentioned earlier, always yields rea-
sonable results for the following fundamental variables: the optimal savings
rate, the implied growth rate of income per person, and the capital-output
ratio; in addition, it secures the most welcome feature of an increasing share
of the remuneration of labor in total income.
In Section 5 we take the natural step of checking the robustness of these

results not only to changes in the values of the parameters of the model,
but to very di¤erent evolutions of population and technical progress. Indeed,
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we hold that a model for short, medium and long run horizons should take
into account in particular the quasi-certainty of a non-exponential evolution
of population. We will show that despite signi�cantly di¤erent hypotheses
the time paths of the central variables just mentioned remain within very
reasonable, predictable ranges, thus confering a welcome robustness to the
model.

1. Three essays that should have been alarm bells: Ramsey (1928),
Goodwin (1961), King and Rebelo (1993).
1.1. Ramsey: the �rst di¢ culties.

With his highly original, beautifully written essay "A mathematical theory of
saving" (1928) Ramsey had considerable merit. On the one hand he set out
to tackle a central problem for society: in his own words, he asked "how much
of its income should a nation save?" (p. 543). On the other, his exposition
was highly interesting from a methodological standpoint; his central result
was obtained through three di¤erent venues: �rst by reasoning along purely
economic lines; second by applying the calculus of variations; and third, quite
surprisingly, through ordinary calculus by making a subtle change of variable
in the integral he was minimising.
It is now essential to recall with precision Ramsey�s objective and result.

(For convenience, we shall use contemporary notation, whereK;L; F (K;L); C
replace c; a; f(c; a); x and stand for capital, labor, production and consump-
tion respectively). Ramsey looked for the optimal trajectory of saving and
investment minimising the integralZ 1

0

[B � U(C) + V (L)] dt

where B, standing for "bliss", is an upper bound of utility U reached asymp-
totically when C ! 1. C is constrained by F (K;L) = C + _K and V (L) is
the disutility of labor. A �rst order condition for this minimisation, obtained
by any of the above-mentioned methods (see Appendix I for two of them), is
that saving (or investment) be equal to

S� = _K� =
B � [U(C)� V (L)]

U 0(C)
: (1)

Then Ramsey set out to put numbers on his formula2. For that purpose, he
settled with the following (numerical) utility function:

2The brilliance of this beautiful essay is somewhat tarnished by a conceptual mistake,
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Table 1. The utility function used by Frank Ramsey
Family income per annum Total utility

£ 150 2
£ 200 3
£ 300 4
£ 500 5
£ 1000 6
£ 2000 7
£ 5000 8 = Bliss

rightly pointed out by Alpha C. Chiang (1992). Upon reaching his formula, Ramsey
wrote: "The most remarkable feature of the rule is that it is altogether independent of the
production function F (K;L) except in so far this determines bliss". As Chiang notes, this
statement is incorrect because U 0(C) in the denominator of (1) depends on the production
function through the Euler equation [1=U 0(C)] ddtU

0(C) + FK(K;L) = 0:

We may add that in the numerator C = F (K;L)� _K the variable L also depends upon
the production function; indeed, contrary to most of the literature on optimal economic
growth, L is not an exogenous variable, but it is a state variable whose optimal path
depends on the system of two Euler equations: �rst the equation just mentioned; secondly
the Euler equation U 0(C)F 0L(K;L) = V

0(L). (For a derivation of this system of equations
as well as for their economic interpretation, see Appendix 1). In fact equation (1) is a
second order di¤erential equation in K which is crucially dependent on F (K;L). To make
this clear, just consider the case (taken up by Ramsey in his numerical example) where
V (L) = 0; suppose also that the production function is simply F (K): Then the Ramsey
rule implies that the optimal trajectory K� is governed by the second order, non-linear
di¤erential equation

_K = F 0(K) U(C)�B
U 00(C)[F 0(K) _K� �K]

where C = F (K)� _K:
The very fact that in general the Euler equation is a non-linear second order di¤erential

equation is far from innocuous. Indeed, unless utility or production are a¢ ne functions of
their arguments, it is not possible to solve the equation analytically and numerical methods
are required. It is our opinion that this fact is at the root of the slow development of the
theory of optimal growth and that it explains the quasi inexistence for a long time of
actual, computed optimal time paths of capital as well as those of the associated variables
such as the savings rate, the marginal productivity of capital, the growth rate of income
per person or the capital-output ratio. Indeed, for many years the literature simply focused
on the qualitative analysis of the existence and properties of a long-term equilibrium. It is
only in the last two decades that actual time paths appeared and comparative dynamics
were carried out.
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He then chose to determine the optimal saving rate at C = 200 (note that
his utility function applied to income and consumption �ows alike). Since he
needed to evaluate U 0(C) at that point, he interpolated an arc of parabola
between the �rst three points of his discrete function to get, over the interval
C 2 [150; 300] ;

U(C) = �C2=15000 + 13C=300� 3
and therefore U 0(C) = �C=7500 + 13=300: For some reason, having reached
that stage he did not make any hypothesis about the disutility of labor func-
tion V (L) other than considering it equal to zero. Applying equation (1),
he then obtained an optimal savings �ow S� = 300; implying a total income
300 + 200 = 500; and hence a savings rate equal to 60%.
We might want to know what would have been the optimal saving rate

over the whole interval C 2 [150; 300] ; and not just at point C = 200:
Plugging the arc of parabola and its derivative into (1), we get

S� = (C�2=15000� 13C�=300 + 11)=(�C�=7500 + 13=300);

implying an optimal savings rate
s� = S�=(S� + C�) =

[1 + (�C�2=7500 + 13C�=300) = (C�2=15000� 13C�=300 + 11)]�1
whose values are pictured in Figure 1.

0

0,2
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Figure 1. The optimal saving rate s� implied by the Ramsey model; over
the whole interval C 2 [150; 300] ; s� is equal to or larger than 60%.
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It turns out that the value 60% calculated by Ramsey constitutes in fact
the minimum optimal saving rate s� over the whole interval [150; 300] ; s� is
63% at C� = 150 and reaches 80% when C� = 300: Note that all these values
of the optimal saving rate would have been even higher if Ramsey had taken
into account, and given values, to his disutility of labor function V (L); as
can be immediately veri�ed from equation (1).

1.1.1 Ramsey�s reaction to his result.
One can almost feel Ramsey�s disappointment when he wrote: "The rate

of saving which the rule requires is greatly in excess of that which anyone
would suggest", adding that the utility function he used was "put forward
merely as an illustration" (p. 548). His next reaction was quite natural: he
wondered whether this excessive optimal saving rate was due to the oversim-
pli�cation of the production process he had hypothesized, characterized by
a constant population and the absence of technical progress. Be it as it may,
Ramsey left the matter at that.

1.1.2 A neglected, important question.
We may never know whether Ramsey tried to de�ne another utility function,
in the hope of obtaining more reasonable optimal saving rates. But it seems
evident that we should ask that very question: on the basis of Ramsey�s
model, what would be the utility function entailing a reasonable saving rate,
for instance a constant rate equal to 10%? We may choose that the utility
function goes through one of the points adopted by Ramsey, and want to
determine the curve he then should have drawn to obtain that reasonable
rate.
The answer can be obtained as follows: �rst, we equate to a constant

the saving rate s� = 1=(1 + C�=S�) and use Ramsey�s rule as given by (1)
for S�; second, we integrate the implied di¤erential equation, and identify
the constant of integration by using a point in (C;U) space corresponding to
Ramsey�s utility function (for instance its �rst point).
From (1), and neglecting V (L) as Ramsey did, the optimal saving rate is:

s� =

�
1 +

CU 0(C)

B � U(C)

��1
: (2)

Integrating this di¤erential equation results into the utility function

U(C) = �C1�1=s
�
+B (3)
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where �; the constant of integration, can be identi�ed by using any point in
(C,U) space, denoted (C1,U1):We get

U(C) = (U1 �B)
�
C

C1

�1�1=s�
+B: (4)

(We verify that with s� 2 (0; 1), limC!1 U(C) = B): Setting s� = 0:1; B = 8
and choosing (C1, U1) as the �rst point of the Ramsey curve (150, 2), the
resulting function

U(C) = �6 (C=150)�9 + 8 (5)

is the only utility function going through (150, 2) and yielding, under the
Ramsey rule, a constant optimal saving rate equal to 10%. The bad news is
that this function, depicted on Figure 2 (red line), makes no sense at all.
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utility function implying s* = 10%

Ramsey's utility function points

utility function implying s* = 60%

s* = 20%

Figure 2. The blue dots depict Ramsey�s utility function; they are close to
a utility curve entailing a constant savings rate equal to 60% at all its points
(yellow curve). For the savings rate to be equal to 10%, the utility function
should correspond to the red curve. The s� = 20% light blue curve is hardly
distinguishable from the red curve.
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To paraphrase Ramsey, its extreme properties are also "greatly in excess
of that which anyone would suggest". Indeed the curve is close to a ver-
tical, almost immediately followed by a horizontal; the bliss level is practi-
cally attained at C = 300 already (U(300) = 7:99). The marginal utility
is U 0(C) = 0:36(C=150)�10; this implies that multiplying C by a factor �
divides the marginal utility by �10: An example illustrates the oddity of such
a construct. Consider any country whose real income per person, over a very
long time span, was multiplied by � = 109=10 � 7:943: Thanks to the work
of Louis Johnston and Samuel H. Williamson (2013), we can estimate that
such an increase took about 115 years to be achieved in the United States
(on a time frame ending in 2012) and 150 years in the United Kingdom.
Applying the above-mentioned utility function would mean that at the be-
ginning of the 20th century the marginal utility of consumption in the U.S.
was by �10 = 10(9=10)10 = one billion times higher than it is today, certainly
an indefensible proposition.
One may think that choosing a larger optimal saving rate might improve

the situation. That is not the case: a 20% saving rate entails a utility curve
(blue line) hardly distinguishable from the preceding one. On the same �gure
we have also depicted the curve corresponding to the constant rate s� = 60%
(yellow line). It can be seen that Ramsey chose a utility function that seemed
reasonable to him (and probably to most of his readers) that was very close
to a function implying an optimal saving level equal to 60% at all its points.
We might also attribute the observed antinomy between what appears

as a reasonable utility function and a reasonable optimal savings rate to
the very model that Ramsey put forward (in which, for instance, the future
utility �ows are not discounted). This is not the case either. We will show
that, time and again, for whatever model we might consider, not only such
bland opposition is maintained, but it extends to irrealistic values of other
variables of fundamental importance such as the marginal productivity of
capital, the growth rate of income per person, or the capital-output ratio.

1.2. The second warning bell: Goodwin (1961)
1.2.1 Context and results.

The problem of the optimal savings rate came again to the forefront with the
paper by Richard Goodwin "The optimal growth path for an underdeveloped
economy" (The Economic Journal, 1961). Before describing Goodwin�s mod-
els and results, it may be useful to consider the times at which the author
was writing. Although his paper was published in 1961, its substance was
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originally presented to the Oxford-London-Cambridge Seminar on November
10, 1956. Those years were marked by the widely shared belief, even in coun-
tries like the United Kingdom or France, that planning was the answer to
all possible economic woes, from shortages to in�ation and unemployment.
We therefore should hardly be surprised when Goodwin boldly wrote: "The
planners may determine the marginal utility curve in any way or may accept
any sort of directive about it" (p. 763) �a statement that would seem quite
extraordinary today, to say the least, but that explains the reaction he would
have when confronted to his results.
The author used three types of utility functions: the �rst was derived nu-

merically through the United Kingdom marginal income-tax schedule, 1953-
54, for a married couple with two children; the second was ln(C � �C) where
�C is a subsistence level; the third was

�
(C � �C)1�� � 1

�
=(1��)3. Production

was supposed to be a linear function of capital.
His results should have been startling for anybody, including the author

himself. In model I (corresponding to the �rst utility function) the optimal
saving rate grew to 62% after 28 years, with an implied marginal saving rate
of 79% at year 20. In model II, the optimal saving rate was 59% at year
24, with a marginal saving rate equal to 68% at year 12. Model III (where
Goodwin chose � = 0:2) was even more disastrous, leading to an optimal
saving rate equal to 83% at year 36, and marginal rates of at least 95%
between years 28 and 32.

1.2.2 Goodwin�s reaction.
Contrary to Ramsey�s natural reaction to such excessive saving rates, Good-
win found those numbers perfectly justi�able. Already after getting model
I results, he explained them by the gains of productivity that might be be-
stowed onto future generations; those gains would be so big that they would
justify huge sacri�ces made by present generations; in his own words: "So
great are the gains that we are fully justi�ed in robbing the poor to give to
the rich!" (p. 765). With such a conviction, it is not surprising that when
all results of his three models were in, Goodwin wrote:

"Some violent process of capital accumulation of the type il-
lustrated is the ideal. The simpli�cations of the model give an
unduly sharp outline of the ideal policy, but its general character
is surely a sound guide to policy" (p. 772-773).

3Goodwin�s second utility function is the particular case of the third one when �! 1:
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It is di¢ cult to gauge what the general feeling of the profession has been
after the publication of those strong statements, but no doubt some members
must have had serious reservations. It seems appropriate to mention that in
a conference given in 2006, Robert Solow said he vividly remembered having
read Goodwin�s paper just before or just after its publication, and to have
been "very worried" about its excessive optimal saving rates.

1.3 The paper that should have been the �nal alarm bell: King
and Rebelo (1993).
Twenty years ago, King and Rebelo published an important, illuminating
study on the transition paths for a neo-classical economy with intertempo-
rally optimizing households. Basically, they worked with three utility func-
tions: (i) log C; (ii) a transform of the log function of the Stone-Geary type;
and (iii) (�1=9)(C�9�1). The production function was of the Cobb-Douglas
type, with a 1/3 capital share and labor-augmenting progress. In a second
part of their paper they also considered a CES function with an elasticity
of substitution between 0.9 and 1.25, and �nally introduced a large array of
variants to the basic model.
It is worth pausing here an instant to consider to what extremes King

and Rebelo had recourse regarding the utility functions in order to give the
traditional model maximum chances of re�ecting historical experience. In-
deed, taking C to the power �9 is no trivial matter. It entails exactly the
same, extreme properties of the function as those we had found earlier had
we wanted the Ramsey model to yield a 10% or 20% optimal savings rate
rather than 60% or more: a graph practically undistinguishable from a ver-
tical line immediately followed by a horizontal4, and a "bliss" level, here at
height limC!1 = 0:�1 , practically reached at C = 1:7. Exactly as before,
the marginal utility (U 0(C) = C�10) has the implausible property that from
any initial level, multiplying consumption by a factor � reduces the marginal
utility by a factor �10: But even these extreme assumptions do not prevent
the model of yielding ill-fated time paths, as King and Rebelo clearly demon-
strate.
The authors describe with great precision the implications of each of those

intertemporal preferences on the time paths of the following variables: out-
put, consumption, investment, output growth rate, saving�investment rate,

4It is worth noting that the graph of U = (�1=9)(C�9 � 1) is extremely close to that
of the limiting curve U = lim�!�1 (1=�) (C

� � 1), de�ned by the negative part of the
vertical C = 1; followed by the horizontal U = 0 for C > 1:
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real interest rate and wage rate. A �rst striking result is that for U = log C
the initial saving rate is nearly 50%, converging toward 25% after 30 years.
For the initial saving rate to be in a more reasonable range (about 10%),
one has to turn to the two remaining utility functions; but then the saving
rate has the disturbing property of increasing toward 25%, while one would
expect technical progress on the contrary to alleviate the sacri�ces incurred
by society�s investment. (Later on, in the model we propose, we will observe
the optimal saving rate to be permanently decreasing, if ever slowly).
Even more worrying is the catastrophic behavior of the real interest rate.

Whatever the utility function chosen, it starts at 105%; it remains above 20%
for 5, 11 and 19 years with each of the utility functions mentioned above.
The worst behavior is associated with utility function (iii) whose extreme
properties were just described: starting at 105%, the real rate of interest
remains above 14% for the whole time span (30 years) examined by the
authors.
Keeping then the log C utility function only, King and Rebelo tried other

values for the capital share (0.5 and 0.9). With a 50% capital share, the initial
real interest rate was still as high as 34%; but then the initial saving rate
jumped to 53%, and converged to 38%. Only a 90% capital share produced
an acceptable interest rate, but at the expense of a "wildly counterfactual"
(in their own words) saving rate close to 68% at any point of time.
Highly interestingly, the authors tell us how their audiences reacted when

presented these results, and what steps they then took:

"There was a recurrent reaction from audiences. A partic-
ular modi�cation of our basic model would be suggested as a
means of avoiding the very high marginal product of capital in
the early stage of development. Then, other supporting evidence
for this modi�cation would be introduced and debated. In think-
ing through modi�cations suggested by a number of seminar au-
diences and others of our own design, we divided them into two
groups. First, there are alternative parameter choices when we
work within the basic neoclassical model�s production function.
Second, there are modi�cations of other attributes (such as vin-
tage capital, investment adjustment costs, separate production
functions for consumption and investment goods, or international
capital �ows)" (p. 920).

The corresponding, important results are presented in their Tables 1 and
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2 (real interest rate implications of di¤erent hypotheses regarding the pro-
duction function, including varying the elasticity of substitution from 0.9 to
1.25), and �gure 6 which presents the outcomes of the close, above-mentioned,
relatives of the mainstream neo-classical model. The authors�conclusion is
unambiguous:

"In exploring some plausible alterations of the basic model,
we found that it was impossible to explain important components
of economic growth in terms of transition dynamics without in-
troducting some related implication that strongly contradicted
historical experience" (p. 929).

2. The ill-fated role of utility functions.
2.1 A �rst analysis.
There are some common, striking features in all essays that either aimed

at determining the optimal saving rate or, more generally, tried to replicate
historical patterns under the assumption of intertemporal maximisation. One
of them is that they always made use of strictly concave utility functions.
If these functions were not numerically de�ned, they were either an a¢ ne
transform of the power function (including the log function as a particular
case) or were of the Stone-Geary form �we have never seen any numerical
application of the negative exponential form (�1=�)e��C ; � > 0; nevertheless
often declared �t for service.
Whenever counterfactual results appeared, authors seemed to be forced

in the same direction: changing the values of parameters used in their mod-
els (sometimes even changing the very signi�cance of those parameters �a
bold step, to say the least) or changing the models altogether. But they
never contemplated the possibility that the root of the serious, repeatedly
encountered problems laid in the very concavity of the utility functions.
In 2009, unaware of the contribution by King and Rebelo, we carried

out a systematic study of the consequences of that concavity on the optimal
trajectories of consumption and capital (La Grandville, 2009, pp. 234-261).
Recall that King and Rebelo had tested three speci�c utility functions, men-
tioned above. For our part we put to the test all possible values of � in the
function U(C) = (C��1)=�; as well as all possible values of � in the negative
exponential form U(C) = (�1=�)e��C , � > 0:We �rst brie�y summarize our
results.
We used the central aims and hypotheses of the neo-classical model: max-

imisation of
R1
0
LtU(Ct=Lt)e

�itdt under the constraint Ct = F (Kt;Lt; t) �
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_Kt = F (Kt;e
gtLt) � _Kt; where _Kt is net investment; F (Kt;Lt; t) is of CES

form with labor-augmenting progress at constant rate g, and Lt grows at con-
stant rate n: We were able to obtain a complete picture of the relationship
between the utility functions and their resulting optimal paths thanks to the
generosity of our colleague Ernst Hairer who built a program to determine
the initial optimal saving rate leading to the equilibrium point �and not to
a collapse of the economy �not only for � 2 (�1; 1) but for a whole range
of values of the following parameters: the elasticity of substitution, the dis-
counting rate of the utility �ows, the population growth rate and the growth
rate of technical progress:
Regarding the power function, the conclusion is as plain as it is dramatic:

for all acceptable values of the parameters, a reasonable initial saving rate,
in the order of 10%, can be obtained only if the power in the utility function
is in the neighborhood of �5: Apart from other serious drawbacks to be un-
derlined in the next Section, it requires a utility function such that whenever
consumption is multiplied by �, the marginal utility is divided by �6, with
a "bliss level" very quickly reached. It would be very di¢ cult to �nd an
individual whose attitude toward consumption would �t that pattern, and
certainly impossible to convince a whole society that such utility function is
just hers.
The situation is even more disastrous when considering the negative expo-

nential U(C) = (�1=�)e��C ; because in that case no equilibrium point exists
any more. Whatever the initial saving value, the economy will collapse either
because of excessive consumption or over-accumulation of capital. Indeed,
what might look, in the phase diagram, as a stable arm leading asymptoti-
cally toward an equilibrium point, is in fact quite deceptive: it will not lead
to an equilibrium point, but to a cusp point, reached in �nite time. From
that point onward, inexorably the economy will be led to overinvest until
consumption becomes nil. The path leading to the cusp point is not even
separating two families of divergent curves (one of those leading to zero con-
sumption, the other to zero capital). For a range of initial C0 values above
that leading to the cusp point, the trajectories pass to the left of the cusp,
then curl upon themselves to fatally bring down consumption (see �gures
10.12 and 10.13, pp. 255-256).

2.2 A further examination.
In this preceding (2009) analysis we had been concerned about two issues:

the existence of a steady state, and the initial value of the optimal savings
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rate leading to a steady state. This analysis was carried out for all possible
values of the parameters relevant to the utility functions, and a wide array of
values for the discounting factor and the parameters re�ecting the production
process. But we had not determined what would be the consequences of
these optimal savings rates on two fundamental features of the economy: the
implied initial growth rate of real income per person _y�0=y

�
0, and the long-term,

ultimate value of the marginal productivity of capital, limt!1 FK(Kt; Lt; t):
We now address these issues; the results are in Table 2. The initial optimal

Table 2. The ill-fated implications of the traditional approach for any
power utility function

U(C) = (C� � 1)=�; (� = 1=3; i = 0:04; n = 0:01; H = 0:02):

initial optimal savings rate s�0 initial optimal growth rate _y�0=y
�
0 limt!1 F

�
K

� � = 0:5 � = 0:8 � = 1 � = 0:5 � = 0:8 � = 1 (indep. of �)

0.5 0.58 0.71 0.81 0.20 0.25 0.28 0.05
0 0.41 0.50 0.64 0.15 0.17 0.22 0.06
-1 0.26 0.30 0.45 0.10 0.11 0.16 0.08
-2 0.19 0.21 0.35 0.07 0.08 0.13 0.10
-3 0.15 0.16 0.28 0.06 0.06 0.10 0.12
-4 0.12 0.13 0.23 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.14
-5 0.1 0.11 0.19 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.16
-6 0.08 0.09 0.16 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.18
-7 0.07 0.07 0.13 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.20
-8 0.06 0.06 0.11 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.22
-9 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.24

savings rate s�0 is determined numerically thanks to Ernst Hairer�s program;
for the analytic derivation of _y�0=y

�
0 and limt!1 F

�
K , see La Grandville, 2009,

pp. 237-239).
If � is in a seemingly acceptable range (say when 0 < � < 1), it leads

to abnormal initial optimal savings and growth rates (note that the worst
scenarios correspond to � = 1; nevertheless a value still often used. For
instance, if � = 0:5; s�0 = 81% and _y

�
0=y

�
0 = 28%). When � becomes negative,

entailing a bliss level very quickly reached, we are led to levels of marginal
productivity of capital that were never observed. Whatever characteristic we
are willing to attribute to the utility function, we cannot escape the same
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kind of implications contradictory to historical experience �or, plainly, to
common sense �as those forcefully set forth by King and Rebelo.

3. How the strict concavity of utility functions makes competi-
tive equilibrium unsustainable.
Wewill now show that the traditional approach, in its attempt to optimize

the evolution of an economy by positing a strictly concave utility function, is
simply incompatible with competitive equilibrium. To do so, we will assume
that an economy is initially in a state of competitive equilibrium.We will
then suppose that two di¤erent courses can be pursued:

I) investment is planned in such a way as to maximize intertemporally
discounted utility �ows, the utility function being the widely used a¢ ne
transform of a strictly concave power function; this is the traditional ap-
proach.

II) investment is made in such a way as to conform the Euler equation
de�ning competitive equilibrium. This will be our suggested solution to the
basic problem of optimal economic growth.

We will also widen our hypothesis regarding the structure of the produc-
tion process by allowing, in both scenarios, technical progress to be not only
labor-augmenting but capital-augmenting as well. In the traditional litera-
ture on the neo-classical model, only labor-augmenting technical progress is
allowed, apparently for the following reason: that restricting hypothesis is
considered necessary for the growth rate of income per person to converge
asymptotically toward the rate of labor-augmenting progress, the only ex-
ception applying in the Cobb-Douglas case. We have recently shown this
assumption to be wrong by demonstrating a new property of general means
of order p when p is negative � precisely the case where 0 < � < 1 (La
Grandville 2011) and we will check that indeed, in both scenarios I and II
the growth rate of income per person does converge toward the rate of labor-
augmenting progress although progress is capital-enhancing as well.
In each scenario I and II we will depict the evolution of the economy

represented by the following variables: the optimal saving rate, the growth
rate of income per person, the marginal product of capital and the capital-
output coe¢ cient.

3.1 Initial conditions as determined from competitive equilib-
rium.
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We suppose that at the initial time competitive equilibrium prevails in
the economy. This implies that the capital stock is in such an amount that
its marginal productivity is equal to the rate of interest. Total output (net
of depreciation), denoted by Yt, is given by a production function of CES
form featuring both labor- and capital-augmenting technical progress; to
this aim we de�ne factor-enhancing functions of time Gt and Ht such that
their growth rates _Gt=G � g(t) and _Ht=Ht � h(t) are positive; G0 and H0
are normalized to 1. Labor is the exogeneous increasing function of time Lt;
with L0 = 1. In a �rst step we will consider that the functions Gt, Ht and Lt
are the exponentials Gt = egt, Ht = eht and Lt = egt;in Section 5, to test the
robustness of the model we suggest, we will suppose that those exponentials
are replaced by S�shaped functions. The production function is the general
mean of order p of the enhanced inputs GtKt and HtLt :

Yt = F (GtKt; HtLt) = Y0f�[GtKt=K0]
p + (1� �)[HtLt=L0]pg1=p ; p 6= 0 (6)

where the order p is the increasing function of the elasticity of substitution
�: p = 1 � 1=�. Note that p will always be negative because � is supposed
to be in the range where it has been most often observed, i.e. between 0 and
1. However, for comparison purposes we will also give results corresponding
to the p = 0; � = 1 Cobb-Douglas case

Yt = Y0(GtKt=K0)
�(HtLt=L0)

1��: (7)

In the case 0 < � < 1; the fundamental competitive equilibrium equality
FKt = i leads to the following equation in Kt:

FKt(GtKt; HtLt) = Y0f�[GtKt=K0]
p + (1� �)[HtLt=L0]pg(1=p) �1 :

.�Kt
p�1(Gt=K0)

p = i; p < 0; 0 < � < 1
(8)

which can be solved to yield the optimal time path K�
t :

K�
t =

K0

L0

�
1� �
�

��=(��1)
LtHtG

�1
t�

i��1��� (Y0=K0)
1�� G1��t � 1

��=(��1) ; 0 < � < 1:
(9)

K0 and Y0 are identi�ed by setting t = 0 in (9); we obtain K0=Y0 = �=i: We
now can normalize Y0 to one; thus K0 = �=i; �nally, the optimal time path
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of capital is

K�
t =

�

i

�
1� �

G1��t � �

��=(��1)
LtHtG

�1
t ; 0 < � < 1: (10)

The optimal trajectory of output and income Y �t follows from replacing
(10) into (6), using the same identi�cations. We obtain

Y �t = LtHt

�
�

�
1� �

G1��t � �

�
+ 1� �

�1=p
= LtHt

�
1� �G��1t

1� �

��=(1��)

; 0 < � < 1:

(11)
We can verify that K0 = �=i and Y0 = 1:
An important observation is now in order. Note that when � 6= 1 the time

pathK�
t is de�ned for all t if and only if � < 1

5: Indeed such is the condition
for the denominator G1��t � � to be positive for all t : Since Gt is larger than
1 as well as increasing and unbounded, if � > 1 there always exist a time �t
from which G1��t � � becomes zero and then negative. The economic reason
for this is the following: we know that � is a powerful engine of growth; this is
due to its considerable enhancement of the marginal productivity of capital;
but it cannot become too powerful, because to maintain the equality FK = i
capital should then increase extremely fast, entailing explosive growth: it
can be veri�ed that limt!�tK

�
t =1: It is also a good place to remember that

time and again the empirical estimates of � have been strictly lower than
one, and, on the other hand, that � > 1 would make no sense at all, since
it would imply that any amount of output could be produced either without
capital or without labor (indeed, in that case the isoquants cut the axes).

5In the � = 1 Cobb-Douglas case, formulas (10)�(12) have to be reworked from FK = i
using this time (7) for F (:): The results are

K�
t =

�

i
LtHtG

�=(1��)
t ;

Y �t = LtHtG
�=(1��)
t ;

and

K�
t =Y

�
t =

�

i
:

As mentioned before, we give these results for complete reference only, because time
and again � has been observed as smaller than one.
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K�
t and Y

�
t , given by (9) and(11), lead to the the following optimal evo-

lution of the capital-output ratio

K�
t =Y

�
t =

�

i
G
�(1��)
t ; 0 � � � 1: (12)

Innocuous as this last formula may seem, it carries a wealth of good news.
The �rst is that, contrary to what we saw just before where all concave power
utility functions made the capital�output ratio increase to absurd values,
here the ratio always diminishes �it is good news: no one would want an
economy where the stock of capital increases more rapidly than its output
when it is expected, on the contrary, that technological progress will enable
to use relatively less capital for a given product. The second good news is
that since the remuneration of capital is �xed at FK� = i, the share of capital
in total income FK�K�

t =Y
�
t = iK

�
t =Y

�
t = �G

�(1��)
t will always diminish to the

bene�t of the share of labor.
There are now several ways to determine the optimal savings and invest-

ment rate. One of the simplest is to �rst evaluate the optimal growth rate of
Y �t : Denoting the growth rates of Gt; Ht and Lt by gt; ht and nt respectively,
we get

_Y �t =Y
�
t = nt + ht + ��

�
G1��t � �

��1
gt; 0 � � � 1 (13)

Applying (12), the growth rate of capital is _K�
t =K

�
t = _Y �t =Y

�
t � (1� �)gt

and therefore, after simpli�cations,

_K�
t =K

�
t = nt + ht + gt

�
�

1� �G��1t

� 1
�
, 0 � � � 1: (14)

The optimal savings rate s�t is equal to _K�
t =Y

�
t = ( _K

�
t =K

�
t ) (K

�
t =Y

�
t ) ; so

we have

s�t =
�

i

�
nt + ht + gt

�
�

1� �G��1t

� 1
��
G
�(1��)
t ; 0 � � � 1: (15)

We are now in a position to identify the optimal initial level of consump-
tion C�0 = (1� s�0)Y �0 ; since Y �0 = 1; we have

C�0 = 1�
�

i

�
n0 + h0 + g0

�
�

1� � � 1
��
; 0 � � � 16: (16)

6Note that formulas (13) to (16) apply directly in the � = 1 case. One gets _Y �t =Y
�
t =

_K�
t =K

�
t = nt + ht +

�
1�� gt; s

�
t =

�
i (nt + ht +

�
1�� gt) and C

�
0 = 1� �

i (n0 + h0 +
�
1�� g0):
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Hence the optimal initial conditions K�
0 ; C

�
0 corresponding to FKt = i are

given by K�
0 = �=i and equation (16). They de�ne the common starting

point shared by scenarios I and II.
Before we describe the evolution of the economy in each of those settings,

let us consider the values taken by the common initial savings rate s�0 and
the common initial growth rate of real income per person _y�0=y

�
0. Indeed, we

need to ascertain in particular that intricate as formula (15) for s�t may look,
it always yields very reasonable numbers already at time t = 0. We will take
� = 0:25 and n = 0:01; the factor enhancing growth rates g and h will be
those measured by Sato (2006, p. 60) for the United States over the period
1909-1989: g = 0:004 and h = 0:02. Tables 3 and 4 indicate s�0 and _y

�
0=y

�
0 for

� in the range 0.5 to 0.8 (most observed) and i between 0.04 and 0.06.

Table 3. The initial savings rate s�0 implied by competitive equilibrium, as
a function of the elasticity of substitution � and the rate of interest i ; in

percent (� = 0:25; n = 0:01; h = 0:02; g = 0:004):

� 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8
i

0.04 17.9 18.1 18.3 18.4 18.6 18.8 18.9
0.05 14.3 14.5 14.6 14.7 14.9 15.0 15.1
0.06 11.9 12.1 12.2 12.3 12.4 12.5 12.6

The initial values of the growth rate of income _y�0=y
�
0, independent of i,

are given in the following table.

Table 4. The initial values of the growth rate of income per person _y�0=y
�
0

implied by competitive equilibrium, as a function of the elasticity of
substitution �; in percent (� = 0:25; n = 0:01; h = 0:02; g = 0:004):

� 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8

_y�0=y
�
0 2.07 2.07 2.08 2.09 2.09 2.10 2.11
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It can be seen that the initial savings and growth rates implied by competi-
tive equilibrium are in a very reasonable range, historically observed. They
stay in stark contrast to the results presented earlier, corresponding to all
possible concave power utility functions. Consider for instance the case of
the logarithmic utility function, corresponding to � = 0 (second line in Table
2, with i = 0:04), and take � = 0:5. It can be seen that the initial "optimal"
savings rate necessary to put the economy on the stable branch in the phase
diagram is 41%, implying also a never observed real growth rate equal to
15%. If � had been equal to 0.8, the results would have been even more
disastrous: the initial saving rate would have climbed to 50% and the growth
rate to 17%.

Thus equipped with initial conditions corresponding to competitive equi-
librium, we can describe what will happen to the economy if either scenario I
or II is pursued; in scenario I, investment is planned on the basis not just of
one, but all possible concave power utility functions. Its fateful consequences
are laid out in Section 3.2; the inability of scenario I to maintain trajectories
that would replicate competitive equilibrium is explained in Section 3.3.
Scenario II is our solution to the problem of optimal economic growth:

investing in such a way that competitive equilibrium is maintained through
time. We will show that it entails no less than 5 maximisation objectives
for society, apart from the minimization of production costs. We lay out the
resulting, very reasonable time paths in section 4. The robustness of these
results is �nally tested in section 5 by considering quite di¤erent evolutions
of population and technical progress.

3.2 Planning with strictly concave utility functions from an ini-
tial situation of competitive equilibrium: a disaster in the making.
Given the above-de�ned initial conditions re�ecting competitive equilib-

rium, we now maximize
R1
0
U(Ct)e

�itdt under the constraint Ct = F (Kt; t)�
_Kt where F (:) is de�ned by (6), and where U(C) = (C� � 1)=�: Our func-
tional is

R1
0
U [F (K; t)� _K]e�itdt =

R1
0
V (K; _K; t]dt; the Euler equation

@V

@K
� d

dt

@V

@ _K
= 0

together with the constraint leads to the system of �rst order non-linear
equations

_C =
C

1� �
�
[�(egtiK=�)p + (1� �)ep(n+h)t](1=p)�1 �1�pipepgtKp�1 � i]

	
(17)
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_K = [�(egtiK=�)p + (1� �)ep(n+h)t]1=p � C (18)

The concavity of the integrand with respect to K and _K and the transversal-
ity conditions (shown to be met at the end of this section) ensure that this
system leads to a unique maximum, given the above de�ned initial conditions
K�
0 ; C

�
0 .

We started the tests of the utility function by using the parameter values
mentioned above: n = 0:01; � = 0:25; i = 0:04; � = 0:8; h = 0:02; g = 0:004:
Solving numerically system (17, 18) and plugging the solution K�

t into (6)
enables to determine the evolution of the growth rate of the real income per
person _y�t =y

�
t (see Figure 3) for 25 values of the parameter � of the utility

function, ranging from 0.8 (upper curve in the left part of the diagram) to
�8:8 by steps of �0:4:

Figure 3. The growth rate of real income per person for 25 values of � in
the utility function (C� � 1)=� ranging from � = 0:8 (upper curve in the
left part of the diagram) to � = �8:8 by steps of �0:4; n = :01; � = 0:25;
i = 0:04; � = 0:8; H = :02; g = 0:004:
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The third curve from above corresponds to � = 0 (the case U = logC):
The lower curve in the left-hand side �becoming the upper curve on the
right �corresponds to � = �8:8; it practically gives the limiting curve when
� ! �1 (a property shared in the next diagrams). The reason is the
following: when � = �8:8 the utility curve almost reaches its asymptotic
limit (lim�!�1 (1=�) (C

� � 1)) de�ned by the vertical C = 1 in negative
space followed by the horizontal U = 0 for C > 1:
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Figure 4. The inordinate behavior of the savings rate for 25 values of
� in the utility function (C� � 1)=� ranging from � = 0:8 (upper curve) to
� = �8:8 (lower curve) by steps of �0:4.
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Figure 5. The unwanted behavior of consumption for 25 values of � in
the utility function (C�� 1)=� ranging from � = 0:8 (�rst curve on the left)
to � = �8:8 (last curve on the right).
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It can be seen that for all � values the growth rate increases in a �rst phase
toward a maximum close to 3%. Whatever the value of �, the growth rate
then decreases towards limt!1 _y�t =y

�
t = h = 0:02: While this evolution does

not seem improbable �although a growth rate of real income per _y�t =y
�
t person

higher than 2.8% for 20 consecutive years whatever the utility function is a
bit suspicious �it corresponds in fact to disaster: it parallels an ever-growing
savings rate, tending very fast, asymptotically, toward 100%, as can be seen
in Figure 4. [Insert here Figure 4] For all alpha values, the savings rate
becomes equal to or larger than 50 % before 14 years. This absurd situation
is con�rmed by the permanently declining consumption from its initial value,
as shown in �gure 5.
Such an excessive saving rate is naturally conducive to an inappropriately

high growth rate of the capital stock. Its evolution is depicted in �gure 6.
Notice that for any � value in the utility function, this rate exceeds 4% per
year for about 80 years.[Insert here Figures 5 and 6]
This inordinate growth rate of capital explains the inability of concave

utility functions to sustain competitive equilibrium expressed by the equality
FK(K; t) = i: Indeed, the excess investment pushes down the marginal pro-
ductivity of capital at levels lower than the rate of interest; this is illustrated
in �gure 7, and paralleled by the non-sensical evolution of the capital-output
ratio (�gure 8). From an initial, reasonable value equal to K�

0=Y
�
0 = �=i =

6:25 �corresponding to competitive equilibrium �the capital-output ratio
increases and tends asymptotically toward an absurd value equal to 32 for
any utility function. [Insert here Figures 7 and 8]. One would expect, of
course, that technical progress enhancing capital would reduce, not increase,
the need of �xed capital for one unit of net output. On the other hand, in
the competitive equilibrium model we suggest hereafter, we will see that the
capital-output ratio decreases, if ever slowly.
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Figure 6. The inordinate behavior of the growth rate of capital for 25
values of � in the utility function (C� � 1)=� ranging from � = 0:8 (upper

curve in the left part of the diagram) to � = �8:8.
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Figure 7. An illustration of the unability of concave utility functions to
sustain competitive equilibrium. Excess investment unfailingly lowers too

quickly the marginal productivity of capital.
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Figure 8. The inordinate behavior of the capital-output ratio for 25 values
of � in the utility function (C� � 1)=�.

We still have to show that the transversality conditions at in�nity are
met. With Z 1

0

U [F (K; t)� _K]e�itdt =

Z 1

0

V (K; _K; t]e�itdt; (19)

the �rst condition is limt!1 @V=@ _K = limt!1�U 0(C)e�it = 0; always met.
The second one is limt!1 V = 0 and is enforced by the convergence of the
integral; this last condition is met by the fact that the integrand is positive
and that e�it converges to zero faster than U�1:
3.3 The incompatibility of the traditional approach and com-

petitive equilibrium: an analytic explanation.
We illustrated numerically the fact that competitive equilibrium could not

be sustained by any utility function of the type U(C) = (C�� 1)=�, the tra-
ditional approach leading to de�nitely unwarranted time paths for variables
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of central importance: fast declining consumption and over-accumulation of
the capital stock. We can show that the same conclusion applies to any
strictly concave utility function and explain the unwanted behavior of our
central variables.
Consider the Euler second-order di¤erential equation, written as follows:

i = FK(K;L; t) +
_U 0C
U 0C

= FK(K;L; t) + (
U 00C
U 0C
C)

_C

C
: (20)

If U 00(C) < 0 and U 0(C) > 0, and unless we are in a stationary state, where
_C = 0; the Euler equation will always preclude the competitive equilibrium
equality FK(K;L; t) = i:
We now explain the strange, de�nitely unwanted, behavior of the main

variables that we just witnessed. As soon as investment is carried out, the
capital stock increases, leading to a decrease of the marginal productivity
of capital. To rebalance the Euler equation (whose left-hand side is the
constant i); the last term of the equationmust be positive, and increase. That
last term is the product of U 00CC=U

0
C , always negative, and _C=C. Therefore

_C=C must be negative, implying that consumption must decrease and that
savings must increase. In our case, the elasticity of the marginal utility of
consumption U 00CC=U

0
C is equal to ��1, a negative constant. Such a decrease

in consumption will need to be the more pronounced as the absolute value
of � � 1 is low. This explains why, in �gure 5, the curve on the far left
that describes the fastest drop in consumption corresponds to � = 0:8 (and
j0:8� 1j = 0:2) while the curve on the far right, exhibiting a less severe
decrease, pertains to � = �8:8 (and j�8:8� 1j = 9:8): In Figures 4 and 8 the
same observations apply to explain why the curves representing the highest
savings rate and capital-output ratio at any point of time are generated by
� = 0:8:

4. A suggested solution
In the intertemporal optimization problem considered above, the only

way to enforce i(t) = FK(K;L; t) is to have U 00(C) = 0; i.e. U(C) = aC + b;
where a and b are constants, a particular case being ours7, U(C) = C. It is
a good place to remember that utility functions, at the macroeconomic level

7As a referee has pointed out, it is not the �rst time a linear objective has been used:
Intriligator (1971) and Kamikigashi and Roy (2006) are examples, albeit in di¤erent con-
texts.
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were simple, direct transpositions of functions considered at the micro-level.
We take the liberty of suggesting that before bending down into a concave
curve the relationship between consumption and society�s representation of
welfare, we �rst take away from net national income the huge amount of
expenditures that have simply no relationship with any present or future
well-being.
We thus should be tending toward a measure of the quality of life that

o¤ers much less reason to be transformed into a concave function than what
was the case previously. There are sound reasons not to introduce such
transformations. Consider, for instance, medical discoveries that enhance
both the length and the quality of life of a large part of the population,
either in rich or poor countries. Wouldn�t we then conclude that those health
services generate linear or even convex, rather than concave utility �ows?
Also, contrary to what is assumed at the individual, micro level, the very
knowledge that not only some given person but the rest of society as well as
all future generations are able to bene�t from those discoveries can hardly
induce to penalize them with a transformation into some concave function.
Exactly the same reasoning would apply to the all-important expenditures
on education.
Consequently, in what follows we take the step of considering that C

stands for welfare �ows, F representing output net of a) physical and natural
capital depreciation and b) all goods and services reducing welfare. In the
same way _K is standing only for investment in goods and services improving
society�s present and future well-being.
We are thus led to maximize W =

R1
0
Ct exp(�

R t
0
i(z)dz)dt under the

constraint Ct = F (Kt;Lt; t) � _Kt: The Euler equation leads of course to the
competitive equilibrium condition i(t) = FK(K;L; t) and, if i(t) is constant,
to equations (9) to (16) introduced in section 3 to determine the optimal
time paths and their initial values corresponding to such equilibrium.
We should stress here an important point about the exact nature of i; the

discount rate of consumption �ows. It represents society�s rate of preference
for the present, and it is equal to an interest rate made out of the two usual
components as they appear in the �nancial literature: a risk-free rate and
a risk premium, both evaluated on long horizons. We have emphasized the
words "risk premium" to underline the fact that the search for the optimal
savings-investment rate de�nitely applies in an uncertain world, risk being
taken into account. What should be the order of magnitude of i? We can
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safely say that it has de�nitely decreased in the last millenium; indeed, the
rate of preference for the present was de�nitely higher in the middle ages when
life expectancy was less than half of what it is today in advanced societies ( As
the French historian Pierre Gaxotte famously wrote: "the man of the middle
ages does not know of time and numbers"). In the last centuries, this rate has
certainly �uctuated mainly because of wars and the fear of wars. But in the
long run, it has almost certainly decreased, and we feel entitled to think of it
as an average of expected real rates of return on all all types of investments
that have been made in the economy in the past decennies. The di¢ culty
here hinges on the calculation of the weights to be given to each category
of investments. To circumvent partially this problem, we can think of i in
a range, exactly in the same way as we choose the other parameters of the
model (for instance the parameters re�ecting the production process or the
evolution of technical progress pertaining to capital or labor). A �nal caveat
is in order: the rate of preference should be at least equal to the equilibrium
(long-term) growth rate of consumption; this is a necessary condition for the
integral

R1
0
Ct exp(�it)dt to converge.

We now want to show that all equations (9) to (16) will always yield
reasonable initial values and future time paths for the following fundamental
variables: the optimal savings rate, the implied growth rate of income per
person, and the capital-output ratio.
Before proceeding we should point out how appropriate the adjective "op-

timal" in this context is, since all time paths described hereafter correspond
to no less than �ve simultaneous optima, in addition to the minimization of
production costs.

4.1 The intertemporal optimality of competitive equilibrium: its
multiple facets in one theorem.
We will show how investing in such a way that the marginal productivity

of capital stays equal to the rate of interest generates for society �ve bene�ts
of considerable importance; those bene�ts may be very surprising in the sense
that they can be � and most probably are � far removed from the initial
objective of investors �which might simply have been the minimisation of
their production costs. We will prove the following:

Theorem 1. Let the production function F (Kt; Lt; t) be concave and
homogeneous of degree one in K;L; technical progress may be labor- and
capital-augmenting. If investment is carried out through time in such a way
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that the marginal productivity of capital is maintained equal to the rate of
interest i(t), and if capital is remunerated by i(t)K(t), society simultaneously
maximizes �ve magnitudes:

1. the sum of the discounted consumption �ows society can acquire from
now to in�nity

R1
0
C(t)e�

R t
0 i(z)dzdt;

2. the value of society�s activity at any point of time t, de�ned by the
consumption �ow received at time t plus the rate of increase in the value of the
capital stock at that time. In present value this sum is equal to Cte�

R t
0 i(z)dz+

d
dt
[�(t)K(t)] where �(t) is the discounted price of capital;

3. the total value of society�s activity over an in�nite time spanR1
0
fCte�

R t
0 i(z)dzdt+ d

dt
[�(t)K(t)]gdt;

4. the remuneration of labor at any point of time F (Kt; Lt; t)� i(t)K(t);

5. the total remuneration of labor over an in�nite time spanR1
0
e�

R t
0 i(z)dz[F (Kt; Lt; t)� i(t)K(t)]dt:

Proof of 1. Maximizing
R1
0
Cte

�
R t
0 i(z)dzdt under the constraint Ct =

F (Kt; Lt; t)� _K(t) amounts to maximizing

W =

Z 1

0

h
F (Kt; Lt; t)� _K(t)

i
e�

R t
0 i(z)dzdt; (21)

denoted
R1
0
'(K; _K; t)dt: Applying the Euler equation 'K� d

dt
' _K = 0 results

in the condition
FK(Kt; Lt; t) = i(t): (22)

Due to the concavity of '(K; _K; t) in the variables K and _K; we may ap-
ply Takayama�s theorem to ascertain that (22) is a necessary and su¢ cient
condition for a global maximum of W , provided that the transversality con-
ditions at in�nity are met. Those conditions are limt!1 @'=@ _K = 0 and
limt!1 '(K; _K; t) = 0. The �rst condition can be immediately checked: it
implies limt!1 @'=@ _K = limt!1(�e�

R t
0 i(z)dz) = 0, always veri�ed. The sec-

ond condition is met as long as
R1
0
'(K; _K; t)dt converges, a property easily

obtained due to the fast convergence of the exponential e�
R t
0 i(z)dz: �
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Proof of 2. As de�ned above, the value of society�s activity is measured
by the Dorfmanian D(K; _K; t); using the constraint introduced before, it can
be expressed as

D(K; _K; t) = Cte
�
R t
0 i(z)dz +

d

dt
[�(t)K(t)]

= [F (Kt; Lt; t)� _Kt]e
�
R t
0 i(z)dz + �(t) _Kt + _�(t)Kt: (23)

where �(t) is the price of one unit of capital at time t; in present value.
Setting the gradient of D with respect to K and _K to 0 gives

@D

@Kt

= FKt(Kt; Lt; t)e
�
R t
0 i(z)dz + _�(t) = 0 (24)

and

@D

@ _Kt

= �e�
R t
0 i(z)dz + �(t) = 0; (25)

eliminating �(t) yields FK(Kt; Lt; t) = i(t) which, together with the concavity
of the Dorfmanian with respect to K and _K gives a necessary and su¢ cient
condition for a global maximum of D.
An alternative method woud have been to write a Dorfmanian written in

terms of K;C; t, i.e. by considering consumption rather than investment as
the control variable. Denoted E(K;C; t); it is equal to

E(K;C; t) = Cte
�
R t
0 i(z)dz + �(t) _Kt + _�(t)Kt

= Cte
�
R t
0 i(z)dz + �(t)[F (Kt; Lt; t)� Ct] + _�(t)Kt: (26)

Setting to zero the gradient ofE with respect toK andC leads to FK(Kt; Lt; t) =
i(t) as well.
We still have to prove that �(t), given by equation (25) as equal to

e�
R t
0 i(z)dz, is indeed the present value of one unit of capital used at time

t. This will be true if and only if at any time t the rate of increase of the
optimal value of the functional W � with respect to capital is equal to one.
We have, from

W =

Z 1

t

h
F (K� ; L� ; �)� _K(�)

i
e�

R �
t i(z)dzd�
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@Wt

@Kt

=
@

@K

Z 1

t

[F (K� ; L� ; �)� _K� ]e
�
R �
t i(z)dzd�

=

Z 1

t

FK(K� ; L� ; �)e
�
R �
t i(z)dzd� . (27)

Replacing in the last term of (27) FK(K� ; L� ; �) by i(�) gives

@W �

@Kt

=

Z 1

t

i(�)e�
R �
t i(z)dzd� =

h
�e�

R �
t i(z)dz

i1
t
= 1; (28)

hence �(t) = e�
R t
0 i(z)dz is indeed the present value of @W �=@Kt and therefore

the discounted price of one unit of capital set in use at time t, as was to be
shown for the Dorfmanian to measure the value of society�s activity. �

Proof of 3. Maximizing at any point of time a function f(t) will generate
a maximum of the integral

R1
0
f(t)dt as long as the integral converges, which

is the case here. We can verify that FK(Kt; Lt; t) = i(t) optimizes the total
value of society�s activity over t 2 [0;1) by maximising the inde�nite integral
of the DorfmanianZ 1

0

D(K; _K; t)dt =

Z 1

0

fCte�
R t
0 i(z)dzdt+

d

dt
[�(t)K(t)]gdt

=

Z 1

0

f[F (Kt; Lt; t)� _Kt]e
�
R t
0 i(z)dz + �(t) _Kt + _�(t)Ktgdt: (29)

The Euler equation can be shown to be equal to

@D

@Kt

� d

dt

@D

@ _Kt

= e�
R t
0 i(z)dz[FK(Kt; Lt; t)� i(t)] = 0; (30)

leading to FK(Kt; Lt; t) = i(t):
An alternative approach would have been to integrate the Dorfmanian

expressed as a function of the two arguments K(t) and C(t) as introduced
above, denoted E(K;C; t): MaximizingZ 1

0

E(K;C; t)dt =

Z 1

0

fCte�
R t
0 i(z)dz + �(t)[F (Kt; Lt; t)� Ct] + _�(t)Ktgdt

(31)
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now implies solving the system of Euler equations corresponding to each
function K(t) and C(t); these simplify to

@E

@Ct
= e�

R t
0 i(z)dz � �(t) = 0 (32)

@E

@Kt

= �(t)FK(Kt; Lt; t) + _�(t)] = 0; (33)

giving after simpli�cation FK(Kt; Lt; t) = i(t) as well. �

Proof of 4. When maximizing the value of society�s activity at any
point of time, we have determined the value of �(t) as e�

R t
0 i(z)dz; replacing

this value into the Dorfmanian expressed either asD(K; _K; t) or as E(K;C; t)
gives the Dorfmanian evaluated at its maximum value, denoted D� :

D� = C�t e
�
R t
0 i(z)dz + �(t) _K�

t +
_�(t)K�

t

= C�t e
�
R t
0 i(z)dz + e�

R t
0 i(z)dz _K�

t � i(t)e�
R t
0 i(z)dzK�

t

= e�
R t
0 i(z)dz

h
C�t + _K�

t � i(t)K�
t

i
= e�

R t
0 i(z)dz [F (K�

t ; Lt; t)� i(t)K�
t ] (34)

Since i(t)Kt is the remuneration of capital, the bracketed term is the
remuneration of labor which has been maximized with D: �

Proof of 5. The maximization of the total remuneration of labor over
[0;1), the integral

R1
0
e�

R t
0 i(z)dz[F (Kt; Lt; t) � i(t)K(t)]dt; follows immedi-

ately either from a di¤erential or a variational argument as those used in the
proof of 3. �

Taken individually, any of those �ve outcomes of competitive equilibrium
admittedly constitute surprises. One of the most startling is that the equality
FK(Kt; Lt; t) = i(t) not only maximizes intertemporally consumption as well
as the value of society�s activity but that it also maximizes the remuneration
of labor and, additionally, that the last two quantities are equal.
We will now show that, surprising as this last equality may be, it perfectly

squares with a basic principle of national accounting, namely that at any
time t the total remuneration of factors must be equal to consumption plus
investment. The Dorfmanian, denoted D� at its maximal value, has just
been shown to be equal to the present value of the remuneration of labor;
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so the current value at time t of that remuneration is e
R t
0 i(z)dz D�; on the

other hand the remuneration of capital is i(t)K�
t : We must now verify that

the sum of those factor payments is equal to consumption plus investment
at their optimum values. We have indeed

i(t)K�
t + e

R t
0 i(z)dz D�(C;K; _K; t)

= i(t)K�
t + e

R t
0 i(z)dz

h
C�t e

�
R t
0 i(z)dz + d

dt
(��tK

�
t )
i

= i(t)K�
t+e

R t
0 i(z)dz

h
C�t e

�
R t
0 i(z)dz + e�

R t
0 i(z)dz _K�

t � i(t)e�
R t
0 i(z)dzK�

t

i
= C�t+

_K�
t

(35)
as was to be ascertained.

4.2 The optimal evolution of the economy under competitive
equilibrium.
We now want to assess the values taken by central variables of the economy,
namely the investment-savings rate, the growth rate of real income per person
and the capital-output ratio if we manage to save and invest in such a way
as to maintain competitive equilibrium.
In a �rst approach, we assume constant growth rates for Lt, Gt and Ht,

denoted n, g and h (in the next section we will assume very di¤erent time
paths for those variables). We choose n = 0:01; for g; h and � we took the
estimates made by Sato for the U.S. economy over an 80-year time-span.
Thus � = 0:8; h = 0:02 and g = 0:004 as a �rst series of values for those
parameters.
4.2.1 The optimal time path of the savings rate.

We are now in a position to undertake the comparative dynamics of the
optimal savings rate, and answer in particular the nagging question asked
by Frank Ramsey and certainly by anybody who would take up the subject
of optimal growth: will technical progress increase or decrease the optimal
savings rate? We will now use our central equation (6) not only, as we did
before to determine the initial conditions prevailing in a competitive economy,
but to study its whole time-path

s�t =
�

i

�
n+ h+ g

�
�

1� �e�g(1��)t � 1
��
e�g(1��)t; 0 � � � 1: (36)

Examination of (46) immediately reveals that s�t is an increasing function of
the elasticity of substitution � and a decreasing function of the rate of inter-
est. It will also decrease through time for any given value of the parameters.
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Those dependencies are very natural. For instance the property @s�t=@� > 0
is easily understood if we think of � as a powerful engine of growth; the
reason is that income per person, as a general mean of order p (p = 1�1=�);
is an increasing function of its order and therefore of �, with an in�ection
point close to p = 0; i.e. when � is in the observed range, considered here
(0:5 < � < 0:8)8:
Also, it would be disastrous if the sacri�ce made by society through time

in the form of its savings rate were increasing or constant despite technical
progress. Tables 5 and 6 present �rst results for the values of the parameters
indicated above.

Table 5. The optimal savings rate s�(t; i) as a function of the rate of
preference for the present, and as a slowly decreasing function of time;

� = 0:8
n = :01; � = 0:25; g = :004; h = 0:02

i 0.04 0.045 0.05 0.055 0.06
t

0 18.9 16.8 15.1 13.8 12.6
30 18.5 16.4 14.8 13.4 12.3
60 18.0 16.0 14.4 13.1 12.0

� = 0:5

The good news is that the optimal savings rate is always in very reason-
able ranges. From (38) it can be seen that its welcome decrease through time
is solely due to the presence of capital-augmenting technical. (If g were equal
to zero, the optimal savings rate would remain at the constant �

i
(n+h)): Also,

whatever values of g and h, a value � = 1 would make s� remain constant,
at level (�=i)

�
n+ h+ g( �

1�� )
�
. However we should underline that, time and

again, the elasticity of substitution has been observed as lower than, not

8In La Grandville (1989) we conjectured that the spectacular growth in East-Asian
countries was due less to technical progress than a higher elasticity of substitution. The
conjecture was successfully tested by Ky Hyang Yuhn(1991) in the case of South Korea.
For the existence of a unique in�ection point in the general mean, see the conjecture
o¤ered in La Grandville and Solow (2006); the proof is due to Thanh, Nam Phan and
Mach Nguyet Minh (2008).
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equal to one, and that, as we had observed in Section 3.1, � = 1 constitutes
the upper limit for which a competitive equilibrium can be sustained.
The positive dependency between s�t and the rate of labor-augmenting

technical progress h is immediately established from (36), but an assesment
of the e¤ect of changing g on s�t cannot be easily made analytically due
to the complexity of @s�t=@g:However, a clear pattern can be established
with numerical representations. At any time t, whether an increase in g
will impart an increase in s�t will depend on the value of the elasticity of
substitution. There will always exist a value �� for which @s�t=@g = 0:For
instance at t = 0, it can be seen from (36) that the coe¢ cient multiplying g,
equal to ��

1�� � (1��); reduces to zero for � = 1� �: above this critical value
@s�t=@g > 0, and below @s

�
t=@g < 0:In our example, this value is �� = 0:75:

as time progresses, this value increases (for instance, with t = 30; �� = 0:82):
We can conclude that for the values of � usually observed an increase in g
will have an e¤ect identical to that of h: to diminish s�t :

4.2.2 The optimal growth rate of income per person
From (13), the optimal growth rate of income per person is

_y�t =y
�
t = h+ �g

�

G(1��) � � ; � � 1: (37)

It immediately appears that the growth rate _y�t =y
�
t , an increasing function

of the elasticity of substitution, is higher than h and very slowly decreases
asymptotically towards h; as illustrated in Table 7. (Notice once more that
the ultimate growth rate of income per person may converge toward the
rate of labor-augmenting technical progress even in the presence of capital-
augmenting progress � this is due to the property of general means with
negative order we mentioned earlier).

Table 7. The optimal growth rate of income per person r�(t; i) = _y�t =y
�
t as

a function of the elasticity of substitution
n = :01; � = 0:25; g = :004; h = 0:02

� 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8
t

0 2.07 2.07 2.08 2.09 2.09 2.10 2.11
30 2.06 2.07 2.08 2.08 2.08 2.09 2.10
60 2.06 2.06 2.07 2.08 2.08 2.09 2.10
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4.2.3 The optimal time path of the capital-output ratio.
In a reassuring way, the capital-output ratio K�=Y �, determined from (10)
and (11) as

K�=Y � =
�

i
e�(1��)gt; � � 1 (38)

is a slowly decreasing function of time. It would be indeed bad news if this
ratio were to stay constant (the case � = 1, with K�=Y � = �=i), meaning
that society would have to match any growth rate of its standard of living
by the same growth of �xed capital; and it would be absurd news if, as seen
above in the traditional approach (section 3.2 above and Figure 8), from a
competitive equilibrium value the capital-output ratio were to increase six-
fold whatever the � < 1 value in the utility function, despite the presence
of capital-augmenting technical progress! Here the ratio�s rate of decline is
(1� �) g, depending positively on g and negatively on �; which makes good
economic sense.
Table 8. The capital-output ratio K�=Y � as a function of time and

the rate of preference for the present ; n = :01; � = 1=3; � = 0:8; h = :02;
g = 0:004:

� = 0:5 � = 0:8

i 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.06
t

0 6.25 5.00 4.17 6.25 5 4.17
30 5.89 4.71 3.92 6.10 4.88 4.07
60 5.54 4.43 3.70 5.96 4.76 3.97

4.2.4 The optimal evolution of the labor share in competitive
equilibrium.
From Section 4, we know that the remuneration of labor, equal to the value of
society�s activity, is maximised at any point of time, and therefore intertem-
porally. But what is the evolution of the share of labor through time? From
(38), we can determine the share of capital as iK�=Y � = �e�(1��)gt; � � 1:
Therefore, the share of labor, denoted ��t ; is equal to

��t = 1� �e�(1��)gt; 0 � � � 1: (39)
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It can be seen that initially this share is independent of � and g, and
that it slowly increases asymptotically from 1 � � towards 1. For instance,
with � = 0:25; � = 0:5 and g = 0:04; ��0 = 0:75 and �

�
30 = 0:76: In this 30-

year time span, it can be calculated from (9) and (11) (and the same other
parameters as in section 4.4) that the total remuneration of labor, Y � iK;
has been multiplied by 2.56, implying an increase of the wage rate equal to
2.1 percent per year9.

5. The robustness of the optimal savings rate. The normal
impact of di¤erent scenarios.
A natural question to ask at this point is: what would be the impact on

the optimal savings rate and other central variables of very di¤erent scenarios
pertaining to the population evolution and to technical progress? In our 2011
paper, we had observed that those scenarios had little e¤ect on the order of
magnitude of s�t . For instance, we modeled the population evolution in such
a way that its growth rate would ultimately decrease, population tending
toward a plateau. However, we had made the hypothesis that the growth
rates of the technical progress coe¢ cients, while decreasing in time would
still tend to a positive limit; for instance we supposed that in the limit h
would tend toward h = 1:3%: Acceptable for the medium time horizons as
this hypothesis may be, it makes very little sense in the very long run because
of the obvious unsustainability of exponentials. We should now consider
the possibility that the economy could converge toward a stationary state,
possibly corresponding to a very high income per person, and see what this
implies.
To that e¤ect we replace the exponentials by S -shaped functions with

the following properties. Let G(t) designate a generic function of time whose
growth rate g(t) is also a fonctiun of time. Suppose that G(0) = G0, and that
the growth rate g(t), with an initial value g0 (observed today) is decreasing
at a rate (1=g)dg=dt =  ( < 0): We thus have g(t) = g0e

t,  < 0; this
implies (1=G)dG=dt = g(t) = g0et and therefore

G(t) = G0e
R t
0 g(z)dz = G0 exp

Z t

0

g0e
zdz = G0 exp[g0(e

t � 1)=]: (40)

9Notice that the growth rate of the wage rate being slightly above the growth rate of
income per person is due to the (positive) instantaneous growth rate of the labor share,
equal to the di¤erence between the growth rates of the wage rate and of income per person.
With � = (wL=Y ) = w=y; _�=� = _w=w � _y=y:
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(Note from the last term that lim!0G0 exp[g0(e
t � 1)=] = G0 exp(g0t), as

it should): As t!1, G(t) tends toward the asymptote10 G(1) = G0e�g0=:
Let A designate the asymptotic factor de�ned by the ratio G(1)=G0; we
have, setting G0 = 1

A � G(1) = e�g0=: (41)

To visualize and model easily the S-shaped G(t) curve, it is convenient to
express it by reference to the asymptote A rather than , the (negative)
growth rate of g(t): From (41),

 = �g0= lnA (42)

and therefore
G(t; A) = A[1�exp(�g0t= lnA)]: (43)

as a function of A. If A > e; G(t; A) is S -shaped with an in�ection point
at t̂ = (1=) ln(�=g0) = (1=g0) lnA ln(lnA): If 1 < A � e; G(t) is strictly
concave throughout, with same asymptote A = e�g0=. Figure 9 illustrates
the evolution of G(t; A) for g0 = 0:01 and A = e; 5; 10; 20 and 1 (the last
case corresponding to the exponential e0:01t):

10Since  < 0; lim!0G0e
�g0= =1; as it should.
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Figure 9. The evolution of the G(t; A) = A[1�exp(�g0t= lnA)] function for
various asymptotes A; initial growth rate: g0 = 0:01:

Consider now that evolutions of population L(t) and factors re�ecting
technical progress G(t) and H(t) share the properties of that generic func-
tion. Their growth rates n(t); g(t) and h(t) are declining at constant rates
_n(t)=n(t) = � < 0; _g(t)=g(t) = K < 0 and _h(t)=h(t) = L < 0 ; their initial
values are the observed n; g and h previously mentioned.
The competititive equilibrium condition FK(Kt; Lt; t) = i now implies

new optimal trajectories: indeed, all equations (9) to (15) now incorporate
the S�shaped curves L(t); H(t) and G(t)

L(t) = A
[1�exp(�n0t= lnAL)]
L (44)

H(t) = A
[1�exp(�h0t= lnAH)]
H (45)

G(t) = A
[1�exp(�g0t= lnAG)]
G ; (46)
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as well as their their growth rates

n(t) = n0 exp(�n0t= lnAL) (47)

h(t) = h0 exp(�h0t= lnAH) (48)

g(t) = g0 exp(�g0t= lnAG): (49)

We now make a strong hypothesis: we suppose �arbitrarily �that L(t),
H(t) and G(t) will never exceed either 5 times or 10 times their initial value
(we set all asymptotes A �rst to 5, and then to 10). We will compare the
30-year and 60-year horizon values in the exponential case (hypothesis 1)
to those obtained in the entirely di¤erent setting given by the S -shaped
curves described above (hypothesis 2). To that purpose, we choose as before
the case of the U.S. economy for which we have estimates of h, g and �;
those made by Sato (2006) over an 80-year time-span. Thus � = 0:8; also
h = :02 and g = 0:004 will serve as the initial values h0 and g0 in the
functions h(t) = h0 exp(Lt) and g(t) = g0 exp(Kt), L, K < 0; for the
initial population growth rate n0 we choose 0.01.
Before giving the results corresponding to those hypotheses, it may be

useful to get a sense of the characteristics of the stationary state of an econ-
omy in competitive equilibrium when the population L(t) and the technical
progress coe¢ cients G(t) and H(t) have asymptotic factors AL; AG; AH:.
Indeed, it seems very di¢ cult to answer intuitively the following question:
given those asymptotes, what could be the asymptotic factors of central vari-
ables of the economy ? For instance, if all A�s were 10, would consumption
per person in the stationary state have increased more than 10-fold or less,
in in what proportion?
From equations (9) to (16) and (44) to (49) the asymptotic factor of

consumption per person c�1=c
�
0 is

c�1=c
�
0 =

(1� s�1)y�1
(1� s�0)y�0

=
AH

h
1��A��1G

1��

i�=(1��)
1� �

j

�
n0 + h0 + g0

�
��
1�� � (1� �)

�	 ; (50)

The asymptotic factors of real income per person y�1=y
�
0 and of the capital-

output ratio are

y�1=y
�
0 = AH

�
1� �A��1G

1� �

��=(1��)
(51)
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and
(K�

1=Y
�
1)=(K

�
0=Y

�
0 ) = A

�(1��)
G : (52)

respectively. Table (9) gives the values taken by those growth factors when
the stationary state is reached.
Table 9. The asymptotic factors of consumption per person, income per

person and capital coe¢ cient after the economy has reached the stationary
state(i = 0:04; n0 = :01; � = 0:25; g0 = :02; h0 = 0:004):

AL; AG; AH = 5 AL; AG; AH = 10

� 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

c�1=c
�
0 7.2 7.6 8.1 8.8 15.0 16.1 17.6 19.6

y�1=y
�
0 5.9 6.2 6.6 7.1 12.3 13.2 14.3 15.9

(K�
1=Y

�
1)=(K

�
0=Y

�
0 ) 0.32 0.40 0.50 0.63 0.45 0.52 0.62 0.72

If all asympotic factors range between 5 and 10, when the stationary has
been reached consumption per person will have increased by a factor between
approximately 7 and 20, which makes good sense. Note that this factor is
an increasing function of the elasticity of substitution, always an e¢ ciency
parameter. Note �nally the welcome decrease through time of the capital
coe¢ cient, naturally more marked when the asymptotes AG; AH are lower.
Of great importance of course is what happens in what can be considered

today as a medium horizon (30 years) and a long one (60 years). Table (10)
gives the evolution of the optimal savings rate, under the hypothesis 1: ex-
ponential evolutions of L; G and H; and hypothesis 2: S�shaped evolutions.
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Table 10. The optimal savings rate s�(t; i) as a function of the rate
of preference for the present, and as a slowly decreasing function of time;
� = 0:8; n0 = :01; � = 0:25; g0 = :004; h0 = 0:02:

i 0.04 0.045 0.05 0.055 0.06
t

0 18.9 16.8 15.1 13.8 12.6

Hypothesis 1: exponential evolutions of L; G and H
30 18.5 16.4 14.8 13.4 12.3
60 18.0 16.0 14.4 13.1 12.0

Hyp. 2: S -shaped evolutions; toward a stationary state; A = 5
30 13.6 12.1 10.9 9.9 9.1
60 10.0 8.9 7.9 7.2 6.6

Hyp. 2: S -shaped evolutions; toward a stationary state; A = 10
30 14.9 13.2 11.9 10.8 9.9
60 11.8 14.5 9.4 8.6 7.9

The results exactly square with what we expect: when L; G and H are
S�shaped the savings rates are lower than in the exponential case and, as in
the other case, slowly decrease toward zero, thus driving the economy to the
stationary state (note again that s� is the net savings and investment rate,
net of depreciation; in the stationary state, there still is gross savings and
investment, equal to the depreciation of capital).
The same type of observations can be made regarding the evolution of

the growth of real income per person, as evidenced in Table 11.
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Table 11. The optimal growth rate of income per person r�(t; i) = _y�t =y
�
t

as a function of the elasticity of substitution (i = 0:04; n0 = :01; � = 0:25;
g0 = :02; h0 = 0:004):

� 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8
t

0 2.07 2.07 2.08 2.09 2.09 2.10 2.11

Hypothesis 1: exponential evolutions of L; G and H
30 2.06 2.07 2.08 2.08 2.08 2.09 2.10
60 2.06 2.06 2.07 2.08 2.08 2.09 2.10

Hyp. 2: S -shaped evolutions of L; G and H ; toward a stationary state; A = 5
30 1.43 1.44 1.45 1.45 1.46 1.47 1.47
60 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.04

Hyp. 2: S -shaped evolutions of L; G and H ; toward a stationary state; A = 10
30 1.60 1.61 1.62 1.62 1.63 1.63 1.64
60 1.24 1.25 1.25 1.26 1.26 1.27 1.28
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Table 12. The optimal optimal capital-output ratio K�=Y �as a function of
the elasticity of substitution (i = 0:04; n0 = :01; � = 0:25; g0 = :02;

h0 = 0:004):

� 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8
t

0 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25

Hypothesis 1: exponential evolutions of L; G and H
30 5.89 5.92 5.96 5.99 6.03 6.07 6.10
60 5.54 5.61 5.68 5.75 5.82 5.89 5.96

Hyp. 2: S -shaped evolutions of L; G and H ; toward a stationary state; A = 5
30
60 5.91 5.94 5.98 6.01 6.04 6.08 6.11

5.63 5.69 5.75 5.81 5.87 5.94 6.00
Hyp. 2: S -shaped evolutions of L; G and H ; toward a stationary state; A = 10
30 5.90 5.94 5.97 6.01 6.04 6.07 6.11
60 5.61 5.67 5.73 5.79 5.86 5.92 5.99

While the optimal savings rate and the growth rate are given by expres-
sions (49) and (48), the capital-output ratio is given by the much simpler
expression K�=Y � =

�
�
i

�
G(t)�(1��); � � 1; therefore we can expect hypoth-

esis b to have little e¤ect if the initial part of the S�shaped curve for G(t)
di¤ers little from that of the exponential; indeed, this is the case, and the
capital-output coe¢ cients in hypothesis b are within one decimal of those
presented earlier in table
More generally, we can attribute this robustness of all results to two

factors: �rst, although the evolutions of population and technical progress
are dramatically di¤erent in the long run, they remain relatively close in the
medium term (half a century); indeed, for A = 5 their growth rates diminish
at rates � = �n0= lnA = �0:62% per year; K = �g0= lnA = �0:25%; and
L = �h0= lnA = �1:24%; for A = 10, the rates are �0:43%, �0:17% and
�0:87% respectively:
The second reason stems from the quick convergence of the inde�nite

integral of the discounted consumtion �ows
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W �(i; �; �; n; h; g) =
R1
0
C�(t)e�itdt =

R1
0
(1� s�t )Y �t e�itdt =R1

0

n
1� �

i
e�gt(1��)t

n
nt + ht + gt

h
�

1��G��1t

� 1
ioo

:

�
L(t)H(t)

h
1��G(t)��1

1��

i�=(1��)�
e�itdt; 0 < � < 1:

This integral does not have a closed form, but its value is easily determined
numerically. It can also be proven to converge. Let ĉ�t � _C�t =C

�
t designate

the growth rate of consumption. With parameters in the ranges considered
here, it can be shown that the initial rate growth rate ĉ�0 is always lower than
i; and that the rate ĉ�t continuously decreases, tending asymptotically toward
n+h (this is con�rmed by the property indicated in Section 3: limt!1 s

�
t = 0

and limt!1 _Y
�
t =Y

�
t = n+h): Therefore the integral will have an upper bound

/W �
+ =

R1
0
C�0e

ĉ�0te�itdt = C�0= [i� ĉ�0] :On the other hand, since consumption
always rises, tending asymptotically toward A, the integral will be larger than
/W �
� =

R1
0
C�0e

�itdt = C�0=i. Therefore it will converge to a valueW
� between

a lower bound W �
� = C

�
0=i and an upper bound �W � = C�0= [i� ĉ�0] :We thus

have
C�0=i < W

� < C�0= [i� ĉ�0]
(with C�0 given by (16)) as a proof of convergence. Furthermore, the fact that
the integrand is contained within negative exponentials is an indication that
the convergence of the integral will be fast. Consider for instance horizons
T1 and T2 corresponding to 50% and 99% of W � respectively (T1 and T2 are
de�ned by

R T1
0
C�(t)e�itdt = 0:5W � and

R T2
0
C�(t)e�itdt = 0:99W �). If the

parameters are � = 0:5; n0 = :01; � = 0:25; g0 = :02; h0 = 0:004, T1 is as
low as 26 years and T2 = 139 years with i = 0:05; if i = 0:05; T1 = 37 and
T2 = 180 years. This implies that the optimal paths will be little sensitive
to quite di¤erent scenarios pertaining to the population evolution as well as
to the evolution of technical progress.

7. Conclusion.

Extending the concept of a concave utility function from micro representa-
tions to macroeconomics was an intuitive, apparently defensible idea, but it
led optimal growth theory into a blind alley, precluding any possibility of solv-
ing its central problem: simultaneously determining meaningful time paths
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for the optimal savings rate and for other central variables of an economy.
Ever since Ramsey�s �rst experiment, it has been repeatedly demonstrated
that such a function, whatever extreme properties it was imparted with, led
to at least one evolution of a fundamental variable that was either strongly
contradictory to historical experience, or simply unacceptable by society.
For our part, we have on the one hand con�rmed the serious warning signs

sent to our profession in the writings of Ramsey and Goodwin, and most
forcibly by King and Rebelo; in fact we con�rmed what would be concluded
by anyone who would care to solve numerically the di¤erential equations
implied by the theory. On the other hand we o¤ered an explanation to those
dire results: the traditional approach prevents competitive equilibrium to be
sustained. In particular we showed that if the economy was initially in a
state close to competititive equilibrium, any attempt to de�ne an optimal
investment time path along traditional lines inevitably led to a catastrophic
evolution of the economy, marked by a permanent decrease in consumption
accompanied by an inordinate accumulation of capital.
Our solution to the problem of optimal growth is then the following: �rst,

rather than bending all consumption into a concave function as it has been
done until now, we retain in consumption what can be considered as welfare
�ows for society. This approach leads in a natural way to the following objec-
tive, probably conforming to the desires of most individuals: maximizing the
sum of discounted welfare �ows (contrast this with the traditional approach:
imposing a utility function on every individual, with the certainty that it
will lead to unwanted time paths for the economy). Then de�ne with i the
rate of preference of society for the present, that naturally incorporates a risk
premium. We believe it will de�nitely be easier to obtain a consensus on such
a rate than on some utility function, even if society is completely unaware
of the impracticability of such functions. That rate could be an average of
historically observed real rates of return on capital. Then, as a rule, saving
and investment decisions should conform to the equation of competitive equi-
librium i = FK(K;L; t). This is the Euler equation for the maximization just
de�ned; with the general, historically observed hypotheses of the neoclassical
model, the equation will always have a solution K�

t = F
�1
K (i; L; t), leading to

a meaningful saving-investment rate s�t = _K�
t =F (K

�
t ; Lt; t):

This proposal o¤ers three advantages:
1. The time path K�

t is optimal in more than one way: in addition
to minimizing production costs, it maximizes intertemporally the following
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magnitudes: the sum of discounted consumption �ows; the total value of
society�s activity, equal to the sum of consumption and the increase in the
value of capital; and, �nally, the total remuneration of labor, shown to be
equal to this sum.

2. K�
t always leads to reasonable time paths of the economy. In addition,

the optimal savings rate and the capital-output ratio �that re�ect a sacri�ce
made by society �both exhibit the most welcome feature of being slowly
decreasing over time.

3. All implied time paths are extremely robust to variations in the para-
meters of the model, as well as to highly di¤erent predictions regarding the
future evolutions of population and technical progress. Even drastic predic-
tions �for instance assuming that the variables re�ecting those evolutions will
soon reach a plateau �are unable to make central variables of the economy
deviate from reasonable, predictable ranges.

In his introduction to the 1975 edition of Adam Smith�s magnum opus,
William Letwin wrote: �Far from being a hymn in praise of anarchic greed,
the ´Wealth of Nations´ is a reasoned argument for justice, order, liberty
and prudent plenty" (our italics). It is de�nitely arguable that with opti-
mal growth theory we are looking for rules enabling society to achieve this
last objective. It is our hope that the numbers suggested here, based on
competitive equilibrium with its associate optima, contribute to that rightful
purpose.

Appendix 1: Two methods for obtaining the Ramsey optimal
savings-investment rate rate.

S� = _K� =
B � [U(C)� V (L)]

U 0(C)
: (53)

The �rst method for obtaining the optimal saving rate in the Ramsey
model, suggested by Ramsey himself, does not take the most direct route;
however, it is highly interesting in its own sake because it is based upon two
Euler equations that have a direct economic interpretation. The second one
is much simpler and relies on the Beltrami equation; it can also be directly
interpreted along economic lines. We present both.
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1. First method; Ramsey�s own derivation.
Remember that Ramsey wanted to �nd the optimal paths of capital and

labor minimizing the functional

W (K;L) =

Z 1

0

[B � U(C) + V (L)] dt: (54)

subject to the constraint

C = F (K;L)� _K; (55)

where B denotes "bliss", de�ned as the saturation level of the utility function;
V is the disutility function of labor. This amounts to minimizing

W (K;L) =

Z 1

0

n
B � U

h
F (K;L)� _K

i
+ V (L)

o
dt: (56)

We denote this functional W (K;L) to underline the fact that, contrary to
the usual models of economic growth, labor is not an exogenous function of
time: here it is a function that needs to be optimally chosen. Since we have
two functions of time to be determined, we need to apply the result shown
in Chapter 7, Section 4: denoting J(K; _K;L) the integrand of the above
functional (56), a �rst-order condition for minimizing W (K;L) is that K(t)
and L(t) solve the system of the two following Euler equations:

@G

@K
� d

dt

@G

@ _K
= 0 (57)

and
@G

@L
� d

dt

@G

@ _L
= 0: (58)

These equations lead to

_U 0(C) = �U 0(C)FK(K;L) (59)

and
U 0(C)FL(K;L) = V

0(L) (60)

respectively. Each could have been arrived at through the following economic
reasoning. Consider �rst (59). An optimal path for C(t) must be such that
the sacri�ce generated by a small amount of consumption dC and transformed
into capital �K = dC�t, and thus postponed by �t; is exactly compensated
by the rewards at time t + �t ; those rewards are the additional output
harvested thanks to �K plus the bene�t of transforming back capital into
consumption at time t+�t. We must have
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marginal sacri�ce = marginal rewards

U 0C(t)dC = U
0
C(t+�t)FK(t+�t)dC�t+ U

0
C(t+�t)dC: (61)

Dividing (61) by dC�t and rearranging:

U 0C(t+�t)� U 0C(t)
�t

= �U 0C(t+�t)FK(t+�t) (62)

Taking the limit of (62) when t ! 0 yields (59). Notice that this reason-
ing and the resulting equation is just the particular case of what we did in
Chapter ... Section... where we had considered that society had a positive
rate of preference for the present i(t) (while here, in this Ramsey model,
i(t) is identically zero for all t). If we had considered a positive rate of
interest, we would have written the equality between sacri�ce and rewards
either in present value (by dividing the right hand side by 1 + i(t)) or in
future value (by multiplying the left-hand side by by 1 + i(t)): Whatever
our approach, in the limit we would have obtained the traditional equation
i(t) = F (K) + _U 0(C)=U 0(C) whose particular case corresponding to i(t) = 0
is just (59).
Equation (60) is even more quicker to derive: indeed, if an optimal time

path for labor is attained, it must be such that the sacri�ce made by working
an additional hour, V 0(L), is exactly matched by the compensating rewards,
equal to U 0(C)F 0(L); this is just equation (60).
Deriving now S� = _K� = fB � [U(C)� V (L)]g =U 0(C) from (55) ; (59)

and (60) took from Ramsey considerable ingenuity. It goes through the
derivation of an expression apparently not directly linked to the �nal result,
followed by the integration of the same expression.
Here is Ramsey�s remarkable demonstration. Take the derivative with

respect to C of the product U 0(C):F [K(C); L(C)] where both K and L are
considered as functions of C:

d

dC
U 0(C)F (K;L)] = U 00(C)F (K;L) + U 0(C)[FK

dK

dC
+ FL

dL

dC
]

= U 00(C)F (K;L) + U 0(C)FK
dK

dC
+ U 0(C)FL

dL

dC
: (63)

In the right-hand side of (63) multiply the second term by dt=dt; and in
the third term use (60) to replace U 0(C)FL by V 0(L); we get

d

dC
U 0(C)F (K;L)] = U 00(C)F (K;L) + U 0(C)FK

dK

dt

dt

dC
+ V 0(L)

dL

dC
= (64)
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Use the constraint (55) to replace dK=dt by F (K;L) � C; from (59), write
U 0(C)FK = �U 00(C)dC=dt to �nally obtain

d

dC
U 0(C)F (K;L)] = U 00(C)F (K;L)+U 0(C)FK [F (K;L)� C]

dt

dC
+V 0(L)

dL

dC

= U 00(C)F (K;L)� U 00(C)dC
dt
[F (K;L)� C] dt

dC
+ V 0(L)

dL

dC

= CU 00(C) + V 0(L)
dL

dC
: (65)

Integrating (65) �by parts CU 00(C) �yields

U 0(C)F (K;L)] = CU 0(C)� U(C) + V (L) + � (66)

where � is a constant of integration which can be identi�ed as follows: when
time tends to in�nity, U(C)� V (L) tends to bliss (denoted B); on the other
hand limt!1 U

0(C) = 0; and we may suppose that limt!1 F (K;L) is �nite;
thus � = B and we have

U 0(C) [F (K;L)� C] = U 0(C) _K = B � U(C) + V (L); (67)

�nally yielding

S� = _K� =
B � [U(C)� V (L)]

U 0(C)
: (68)

2. Second method: using the Beltrami equation.
It is quite possible that Ramsey was not aware of the Beltrami equation, be-
cause it would have almost immediately led him to his �nal result. Indeed, we
can notice that Ramsey�s functional

R1
0

n
B � U

h
F (K;L)� _K

i
+ V (L)

o
dt

does not depend explicitely upon the variable t; therefore we can apply the
Beltrami equation we had seen in Chapter 7, which transforms the second-
order Euler equation into a �rst-order one.
If the integrand of the functional is denoted J(K; _K;L); the Beltrami

equation is
J(K; _K;L)� _KJ _K(K;

_K;L) =M; (69)

whereM is a constant of integration to be identi�ed. Applied to our problem
the Beltrami equation gives

B � [U(C)� V (L)]� _KU 0(C) =M: (70)
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The constant of integration M can be identi�ed as follows: as t ! 1,
U(C)�V (L) tends to the bliss level B; also, U 0(C) tends to zero. Therefore,
we can identify M as zero and (70) becomes

B � [U(C)� V (L)]� _KU 0(C) = 0; (71)

yielding immediately the Ramsey equation (68) :
A �nal question is: does this equation allow a direct economic interpre-

tation? It does: write (68) as

U 0(C) =
B � [U(C)� V (L)]

S�
=
B � [U(C)� V (L)]

_K�
(72)

The numerator of the fraction on the right-hand side is, at any point of time,
the sacri�ce borne by society, measured by that part of bliss not achieved
(the di¤erence between bliss and net utility); so at any point of time the
sacri�ce per unit of investment or per unit of savings should be equal to the
marginal utility of consumption.

Appendix 2. Derivation of the optimal time path of capital in
competitive equilibrium.

The production function is the general mean of order p of the enhanced inputs
GtKt and HtLt :

Yt = F (GtKt; HtLt) = Y0f�[GtKt=K0]
p+(1��)[HtLt=L0]pg1=p ; p 6= 0 (73)

where the order p is the increasing function of the elasticity of substitution
�: p = 1 � 1=�. The fundamental competitive equilibrium equality FKt = i
leads to the following equation in Kt:

FKt(GtKt; HtLt) = Y0f�[GtKt=K0]
p + (1� �)[HtLt=L0]pg(1�p)=p :

.�Kt
p�1(Gt=K0)

p = i; p < 0; 0 � � < 1
(74)

which can be solved to yield the optimal time path K�
t : For convenience

denote �[Gt=K0]
p � a and (1 � �)[HtLt=L0]

p � b:Also, write Kt
p�1 as

Kt
p�1 1�p

p
p

1�p = Kt
�p 1�p

p :Therefore (73) simpli�es to

Y0faKt
p + bg(1�p)=p :aKt

�p 1�p
p = aY0fa+ bKt

�pg
1�p
p = i
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from which

K�
t =

264 b�
i
aY0

�p=(1�p)
� a

375
1=p

=

264 b=a

1
a

�
i
aY0

�p=(1�p)
� 1

375
1=p

; (75)

Reverting to a = �[Gt=K0]
p and b � (1� �)[HtLt=L0]p yields

K�
t =

K0

L0

�
1� �
�

��=(��1)
LtHtG

�1
t�

i��1��� (Y0=K0)
1�� G1��t � 1

��=(��1) ; 0 � � < 1:
(76)

K0 and Y0 are identi�ed by setting t = 0 in (75); we obtain K0=Y0 = �=i:We
now can normalize Y0 to one; thus K0 = �=i; �nally, the optimal time path
of capital is

K�
t =

�

i

�
1� �

G1��t � �

��=(��1)
LtHtG

�1
t ; 0 � � < 1: (77)

The optimal trajectory of output and income Y �t follows from replacing
(76) into (72), using the same identi�cations. We obtain

Y �t = LtHt

�
�

�
1� �

G1��t � �

�
+ 1� �

��=(��1)
= LtHt

�
1� �G��1t

1� �

��=(1��)

; 0 � � < 1:

(78)

Appendix 3. Derivation of the optimal time path of
capital-output ratio in competitive equilibrium.

To determine the optimal time path of the capital-output ratio, it is easier
to use the �rst part of equation (77). Denoting 1��

G1��t �� � m; we have from
(76) and (77)

K�
t

Y �t
=
�

i

�
1� �

G1��t � �

��=(��1)
LtHtG

�1
t =

(
LtHt

�
�

�
1� �

G1��t � �

�
+ 1� �

��=(��1))
=

�

i
G�1t

�
m

�m+ 1� �

��=(��1)
=
�

i
G�1t

�
1

� + (1� �)m�1

��=(��1)
=
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�

i
G�1t

24 1

� + (1� �)G
1��
t ��
1��

35�=(��1)

=
�

i
G
�(1��)
t : (79)
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